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Dear Readers,
The idea behind this issue was fairly simple, to have a theme that wasn't really
a theme. The purpose was to encourage the submissions of students who write
in different genres who sometimes feel that their work does not adhere to
themes such as ancestry, revolution, and jazz. I believe that this worked. There
are several students in this issue who have not previously appeared in NEXUS
along with some of our usual suspects, and some talented writers from outside
the Wright State community. I believe that this issue exhibits a wide range of
styles of writing that I hope you will all enjoy.
Sincerely,
Mindy Cooper
Editor
p.s. For questions or comments, please contact us at the addresses on the front
page.
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Elizabeth Tucker
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Leslie Benson

The Disorder

Goldfish in an Ocean

Illuminated window of genetics,
tell me the truth,
my fluid mirror,
my birth mother.
Destroy the tubes and life inside,
for your approval,
so long ago.
You threw up,
when your stomach was full,
like giving birth,
to already chewed food.
It leapt from your mouth,
with deafening power,
larger than yourself.
And I heard you,
while I was in my bed.
I heard you retch until the pain was all gone,
until you no longer supported the beauty queens and cheerleaders,
until you found blurred peace in thinness.
And now, you attach yourself to my ceiling
and tease me,
but, I can not fly like your tortured spirit.
Come down,
Hush ...
Float back to me.
If I could catch you,
on the tips of my toes,
on the edge of my heart,
I reach.
I could heal you.

Creamy backwash fuzz like toothpaste
crashing white,
waves against sun-bleached shore
receding back,
pouring forth,
receding,
pouring forth again,
seeping into subtle grains of warmth.
Sandals torn at corners,
runners worn beneath soles,
his hand pressed
into her hip,
clasped over tender arm,
clever tongue flicking ear like goldfish slipping into
plastic castle gates,
glittery,
unfocused like a funhouse
mirror
from behind cool glass.
Fleshy nibbling.
Flashy smile.
Goldfish in an ocean of fuzz.
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J.A. Long

Lawrence Welsh
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One for Pres

-crooked smiles

you lay out
i lay out
a handful of
pills and listen
for the line
just behind
the beat
if they say
it's kansas city
if they say it's
the pres
i'll listen
because pyrotechnics
doesn't enter
my mind
just the
unhurried rush
of smoothness
like there's
nothing to lose
now that success
is a half-pint
a pork pie hat
some draped pants
and an all-night
sess10n

crooked smiles
look the same different
upside down
while I stumble
through the
"and of course"
without looking
and lose him in
the sun
without fingers for love
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Naomi Ruth Lowinsky
Midsummer Passages at Twelve and Fifty

That summer
child's feet jumped
two sizes
women's breasts
dragged me
into the aching orbit of the moon

What kind of She God is she
knocking on the other side of midnight
who ties me to the weeping willows
by the river where we lived
who harrows me with hot and wet lashes
and would detach me
from the moon?
This summer I am lost
in broken languages
smashed spellings
of her body's many names-

I couldn't stand
for looming
over my mother
much too big
a girl for anyone
to comfort

Only my grandmother's
fierce eye
could penetrate

That ummer I learned
this writing down of words until they sing
could carry my dismembered body all the way
from June
to Labor Day

In dreams I strike out
at an old bat
until I recognize her
penetrating eye

She knows
the darkest cavern
has the spiny wings
to carry me
back home

This summer
what's looming
is my end
Four hundred and twenty moons
have ung to me
If I'm to be done with waxing
what is there left?
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Jennifer Lynne
Almost, Not Quite
Standing in an elevator. Must be the
longest fucking elevator ride in the world. The
music is too loud. Just exactly too loud. That one
half notch above okay. And as I ride up it makes
me think of Peter.

nothing but his perfect face ... And it's too much
for me; it's just suddenly far too much. The
almosts and the not-quites and the just a tad too
muches. I can't take it anymore. I can't. I can't.
I can't.

I'm going up to see him now. Up in this
elevator with the too loud music to his apartment
with too white walls to talk to Peter, who is .. .I
haven't quite put my finger on it. He's just a tad
above comfort on some things and a half pinch
below on others. But he's just right on the eyes.
Ohhh, just perfectly right. Seeing him for the first
time was like feeling a huge shock of recognition.
The kind you get when you see someone after ten
years and think "My god, it's them."

Sigh.

I'm almost to his floor now, the one just
below the top. The one with the perpetually
unfinished remodeling and the semi-outdated
decorations. And I'm waiting for the soft 'ding'
of the doors to release me from this room of 'too
loud'.

There's a tooth. One tooth. Fourth one
back on the left... Out of line with the others. Just
noticeable, just there.

Ding.
And the doors are sliding back.
And now I'm walking down the hall, the carpet
almost absorbing my footsteps.
And now I'm in front of his door.
And now I'm ringing the doorbell, which I can
just barely hear going off inside.
And soon I'm going to go in.

..
r

But I know I can. I've felt this way
before, and it was always the damn perfection of
his face that decided the balance.
He's opening the door.
He's smiling his welcome.
He's ... my god, how could I have never noticed
before?

"It's over Peter."

I,

And I'm turning away as the smile slips
from his no-longer perfect face. I'm getting back
into the elevator where the music is suddenly
bearable. And I am leaving.

I can see it now. I'll have an almost supper,
where I'll drink too much, and end up seeing

Tim Mohrhaus
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Sarah Kunchik

The Woods
You would laugh at me
All covered in mud
Tromping through the woods
Delighted as a child
Each twist in my path an adventure
I am the first to discover this spot I'm sure
Finding spaces
Moments I never knew existed
I am certain I tell you and smile
I have cookie crumbs
In the comers of my mouth
Little sun bits dance
When I'm so sure they adore us
This is what I love the best
Whispering to birds
With vanilla lipgloss
There is a rock and a stream
And the trickle appeases
Any monsters inside me
The old language rises up in me
I know how to speak to them
Easier than anything
I feel like floating
I deserve a billowy white dress for this
I want nothing more than to lie down
Cushioned by the wet earth
Roll myself up in leaves and twigs
Become part of this peace forever

Heather Skinner
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Christopher Green

the little I know, the all that I know, I don't know ... no, no, no
Ride the love groove
they said
in the 60's
ride it they said and
take the hit and
hop and now today tomorrow
yesterday 4-20 at Columbine
and travesties that accompany
pop! pop! pop!
Scream the guns of the
Children of the failed
revolutionaries
Clickety-clack clickety-clack
sing the computer keys
of the secretaries
of the men
of the money
And their voices drip with honey
As they feed the children
of America the
same old shit
flavored spiced spinning
from the fan
of the dreadnought swimming
in the American Sewer
under the American
Dirty Boulevard
paved by the American
honey caked and cracked
and peeling and when you
pull on it it's
Laffy Taffy
for the tongues of the young
chew chew and gobble gobble
slurp the voices of
the children of
the Nintendo revolution
"Daddy bough his SUV
Mommy's got all the Beatles CD's
And the revolution
is only a video game
or a special exploited by MTV"
and so pop! pop! pop!
Sing the guns on the
video screens
of the school computers
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paid for by Pepsi
and
Clickety-clack Clickety-clack
Steams Thoreau's train barreling
Down the info highway
straighlined across a
5 paragraph essay
strained through the faulty
paper-pulp-mill of public education
Drowning in the syrupy-sweet
taste of the
GODDAMN MTV ENDORSED
PEPSI ONE
Spiked with the happy pills
that go pop! pop! pop!
in the mouths
of the children
Fed to them by their parents
the failed revolutionaries
to keep them happy
and safe and happy
and warm and HAPPY
and close and HAPPY
and harmless and HAPPY
and consuming and happy
till we END
my lover's parents are
addicted to happy and she
she is too strong
or too scared to cry
so I shriek my mind
to the dark of the forest
shriek my mind for her
and for the revolution
and it's literature
because nobody thought
that the Brave New World
would be voluntary
VOLUNTARY
Can you fuckin' believe it!
We drug the children
to the clickety-clack clickety-clack
of the pharmaceutical companies
of the parents
of the children
of the ex-revolution
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who are glued together
by drugs and honey
from the tongues
that stink of money
and the parents go
Pop! pop! pop!
in their own booming
anti-child crime-wave
more kids are killed by
bitter ex-bohemie boomers
than the
computer-babies' bombs
that they found with
the sound of
clickety-clack clickety-clack
rattling the spaced-bars
of their keyboards as they
can no longer sing through the
Pepsi in their throat
while the warplanes of U.S.
Boom by outside my window
To make sure the Chinese will
buy Coke and kerboards
and maybe they'l get it
right because
pop! pop! pop!
they invented the first
fireworks and maybe
the frenetic
clickety-clack clickety clack
of the keyboards they have the only key they have to freedom and maybe they
will see that we can't speak
or scream and don't know
how to type anything but
"pa me a Pepsi"
and the revolution will
start
somewhere else
someway else
omehow else
with omeone else
milked and soured
with real oppression
for a real revolution.
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History Repeating Itself

Paul Kulis
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LaRisa Wahler

Fred Marion

SEMIPRECIOUS JEWELS
Straight you say?
Well then ...
I'll run to my mind where it's all pine, sage, and sadness.
Not a sanctuary but still an escape.
You'll feel bad
and walk toward me
hands toward me like summer rain,
smelling like it's over.
Not begun.
You're leaving anyway.
But still love me dearly
and still fuck boys
prove you couldn't ever love a girl.

Moreal
My maudlin marionette sits sulking;
Shoulder-slumped stare
into
the rain-dappled glass
that separates
her.
Unscented flowers in
lilac-print dress
caress
feline wooden thighs
that want to work
and push that soft-dirt-earth
into the shape of her
sole.

When you come back,
you'll look towards me,
as my grandmother to semiprecious jewels
I'll wilt like plucked mint held too long in your hands.
And I won't care about definitions
my heart's kept your seat warm.
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Josh Sweigart

The Humanitarian
Gray is my favorite color. I've always
seen it to be the color of truth. Both its parents
are too extreme, each in their own right. White
offers a purity so intense that it burns the senses
because it could never be real. Black offers a
nothingness that numbs the soul because it seems
far too real. But you can have too much of a good
thing, and that gray road with yellow stripes was
winding on endlessly.
I reached into the back seat and grabbed
another soda. I popped it open and hit the seek
button on the radio to be met only by what I
expected: two gospel stations, three country
stations and some radio show with two hicks
arguing over the price livestock. As I took a swig
of my Cherry Coke I thought about the things that
had led me to this lonely road. My girl had left
me when she found me with another woman, who
soon left me when she found me with a hooker. I
really shouldn't have given either of them a key to
my apartment. I didn't mind though, I hadn't
loved any of them. In fact, out of the three the
hooker was the best deal. She was always gone in
the morning and never left towels on the
bathroom floor.
So I had opted for a change of scenery. I
sold all of my stuff, save for some clothes and this
old Volkswagen, and headed west to California.
That's the way I had always worked. I learned a
long time ago that I had a lot less troubles if I only
looked out for myself, and myself felt like taking
up surfing.
I took another drink and imagined myself
in Hollywood, maybe starring in some porn flick.
Then I noticed something up ahead. Standing by
the side of the road in the middle of this senseless
expanse was a lone hitchhiker, no luggage, just a
bottle water of water and a thumb in the air. Now
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trust me, I know better than to pick up
hitchhikers, but some aura about him, something
about the way he was standing there prevented me
from being afraid. Not to mention I needed some
conversation to keep me awake. So I pulled over.
"Where ya goin?" I asked the man.
"The next town will do fine," he
answered.
"Hop on in."
He was a hippie looking fellow, young,
probably in his late twenties, wearing a pair of
blue jeans, T-shirt with no logo, and a baseball
cap topping his long hair and shielding him from
the sun, his face held a short beard and the most
gentle eyes I had seen in my life. We drove on
wordlessly for about ten minutes. The odd thing
was that I could've swore that I knew him from
somewhere, but I knew that I had never been to
this side of the country before. I glanced over
saw him smiling contently, staring off into the
horizon.
"Where ya from?" I asked, breaking the
silence.
"Not far from here," was his only answer,
and he took a drink of his water. As he did this I
noticed severe scars on his hands, they looked to
be old, but I have to admit that a severely scarred
stranger sitting in my passenger seat in the middle
of nowhere made me a bit uneasy. I trusted no
one, and I was starting to realize that stopping to
pick him up may have been a bad idea.
"What happened to your hands?" I asked,
hoping he would have a good story that would
make me a little less nervous.
"I said some things a long time ago that
people weren't ready to hear, they tried to have
me silenced." As he spoke hi_s eyes glazed over
and he stared remorsefully down at his hands,

looking as if he was getting ready to cry. At this a
memory flooded over me.
I was at my mother's funeral about twenty
years ago. I remembered one moment standing in
that drafty Catholic church over her lifeless corpse
and looking up at the ancient caretaker of that
supposed house of miracles. I wanted to know
Why. She had been perfect woman, had loved her
children, loved her husband, loved the whole
~ucking world and her reward was to spend eternity
1~ a small box in an ugly pink suit. The longhaired
king of worthless kings suspended there didn't
answer me. So I remember asking again and again
and finally my grief must have overtaken me
b~cause I thought I saw his head move, just
slightly, to look at me and he looked as if he was
about to cry. I swore that day I would never set
foot into any church again, a promise I kept
remarkably well.
Simultaneously my head jerked to the right
a~ct my hand reached to my breast pocket for my
ci?arettes. I pulled out a lighter and lit up without
th inking, the entire time directly at the apparition in
my passenger seat. I finally managed to speak; "I
know who you are."
"Good Charlie," he said with a smile so
warm and pure that it made my stomach turn.
"How do you know my name?"
"Your driver's license is sitting on the
d
ashboard."
th'
It slowly sunk into my brain what all of
is meant. I had the fucking messiah in my
Pass~nger seat. I was going to drop off the fucking
messiah O
.
.
n my way to California to make porn
tl . k
IC s "Wh
·
at do you need me for?" I barely
mumbled "
,
.
to the
' ~an t you Just spread your arms and fly
next city or something?"
He chuckled and his laughter sounded like

the song of birds. He glanced upward, "He wants
me to deliver a message, He wants me to share a
beautiful truth. If He spoke directly His voice
would deafen all those who heard Him, so He sent
me. I am flesh and blood Charlie, just like you."
"Oh," I muttered and looked back toward
the road. A deal of time passed then. I finished
off my soda and threw the can out the window,
immediately cursing myself out loud for littering
in front of him, then cursing myself mentally
cursing myself out loud. Things just weren't
making sense. "I guess this means a lot is about
to change in the world."
"Yes," he said, "quickly for those who
listen and much slower and unfortunately painful,
for those who don't. The heavenly Father thinks
that humanity is finally ready to hear his word."
Realization heaped on top of realization
until my head grew dizzy with them. I pulled
over the car for fear of passing out. "Gotta use
the restroom," I mumbled as I jumped out of the
car and trotted behind a tree about fifty yards
away. As I leaned up against it, I felt as if I was
going to retch right there in the grass. "No!" I
screamed in my head, "those who don't listen, he
was talking to me, he was talking about me!" I
grabbed a branch for support. Well glory be for
all those self-righteous fags who spend their
Friday nights at Bible study and half of their
paycheck buying storm windows for old poor
people because they're afraid of pissing someone
off in the afterlife. But what about us poor saps
who don't hate ourselves, who say to hell with
morality because I'm going to enjoy life itself?
This fucking hippie from heaven is going to
crucify every one of us. I thought about everyone
I knew, my friend Jim the drug dealer, my brother
the womanizer, that wonderful hooker who didn't
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leave towels on the bathroom floor. They would
all have to learn and painfully too, because I knew
they wouldn't listen. I realized my fate and
stumbled back to the car to do the only selfless
thing I've done in my life.
I walked straight to the back of the car
and yelled out that I needed to grab another pack
of cigarettes, I could lie to him now, he was flesh
and blood. I opened the trunk and pulled the
leather satchel out from under a pile of dirty
clothes. My hand quivered as it reached inside
and rested itself around the handle of the .38
caliber that rested there. I had bought it before
taking the trip for fear of hoodlums, like I said I
trusted no one. I never in my wildest dreams
expected this. I told myself that it had to be done
and tried to control my voice, but I shakily called
out that I needed some help. I heard the car door
open, heard a pair of feet touch the ground, and as
soon as I heard the car door close I stepped out
from behind the car and fired three shots into the
son of God. One for the Father, one for the Son,
and one for Jerry Fallwell, (I hate that guy). I
didn't look at the body, I just disgustedly threw
the gun and satchel into the grass, jumped back
into the Volkswagen, grabbed another Cherry
Coke, and took off.
They arrested me the next day at a hotel
two towns down the road. Apparently in my rush
to just end the problem and the delirium that
characterized the rest of the day I had failed to
notice the grotesque mess on the other side of my
car. The desk clerk, however, did notice it and
called the police, who called the highway patrol,
who just happened to be wondering who had left a
dead hippie on the side of the road.
I tried to convince them that I picked up a
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hitchhiker and he tried to attack me; but seeing as
I myself made no attempt to contact police, there
were no signs of a struggle, and the gun turned out
to be stolen, they just called me horrible names
and spit on the ground a lot. I wanted to tell them
that I had done them a favor, I wanted them to
know that I saved them from a life of chastity and
self sacrifice, I wanted to be reigned on high as
the hero I was, but I realized that if I told the truth
I would much sooner get a mental ward than a
thank you note. So I sit here in my cell, ironically
waiting to be judged by men, with no one to tell
my story to but these four fucking gray walls. You
know gray is my favorite color. I've always seen
it to be the color of truth. Both its parents are too
extreme, each in their own right. White offers a
purity so intense that it bums the senses because it
could never be real. Black offers a nothingness
that numbs the soul because it seems far too real,
but you can have too much of a good thing.

Mindi Sorrell
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Gerald Wheeler

Jordan Russell

LINES

Lighthouse

We spread the twentyone consonants across seven continents

During summer at Roosevelt Park,
Bill & I'd leaped off swings
like paratroopers over Normandy.
After landing, we'd scale monkey bar-cliffs
occupied by Nazis. Then we'd dash
to a steel lighthouse observation tower,
grasp slick metal rails,
our cleated-clodhoppers clanging
spiraling metal steps loud as horseshoes.
A steep, winding 20-foot ascent,
we'd puff & scream as the wind
slashed our faces & stole our helmets.
When we reached the top
surrounded by bars and wire,
we'd hunker down on the floor
under the tin roof. Building up courage,
we'd stand like coastwatchers
at their post, signal our battleships
& cruisers the coordinates of Jap
bunkers hidden in the jungle.
Then we'd gaze at gun flashes
on a sea horizon,
listen to the report of victory,
until Bill's mom shouted, "Boys,
the lighthouse is out-of-bounds,"
when cleated boots orchestrated our retreat
like ricocheting machine gun bullets.

Bringing order without number seems preposterous
A century's worth, is the reverse that it brings
We seem to be hurt, but still we chirp when we sing
Are you old enough to drink? R U 21 too?
Are you bold enough to think, "What can 21 do?"
Turn on the light and it feels simply sun
Observe what is bright and you'll find Twin T one
Gently run the water of the wellness
Twinfinity fun for all of the selfless
How many generations? Count the Liberations
Boundless limitations, amount to higher spaces
21 gun salute shun taboo
Every 1 begun with 2 the sun is true
When is your summer solstice?
I know that one approaches
Many of us notice, but keep our guns in holsters
Millennium in motion. Picture of erosion.
When shifty doves cry
It gets windy sometimes
Twentyone lines ...
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Lane Martin

Rant
crew the dog that keeps me up all night,
and all the clothes that are too tight.
crew Road Rules, and the Real World cause there are no overweight people
it eem to suggest that us humans aren't equal.
crew the pricks with no sense of humor,
and screw tobacco cause it gives us tumors.
crew the Klan ... You're racist assholes.
crew you if you think it's evil to spark up a bowl.
crew John Cooper cause he couldn't beat the Blue.
crew cold weather and the colds and the flu.
crew Hanover's Lambdas. Screw Hanover's Sigs,
And yeah, crooked cops, fuck you pigs.
crew you girls that think you're high and mighty,
and Hanover's Administration ... Yeah, you bite me.
crew their security... yes indeed "Toy Cops."
crew the bigots that call Italians W.O.P.s.
Screw Gas stations with their prices too high.
crew you if you're a dude and say men shouldn't cry.
crew raci m and the belief that the white man's the devil
crew the politicians who aren't on the level.
Screw the Parents who don't care for their children.
crew Kathie Lee ... but not Regis Filbin.
Screw the women out there who got it goin on
and get offended when my friends shout out "Dirty Blonde!"
Screw adam, ass kicked by Schwarrkoph
crew the men who say they don't beat off.
crew "Magic Eye Illusions" cause I can't see them.
crew che t congestion that gives me flem.
crew the people who "Just can't drive,"
and crew the boxers who take a dive.
crew the inventors of meth and crack.
crew the tool that tole my sack.
crew the elfish that don't help the needy,
and all the rich who are fucking greedy.
Most of the music industry sucks. Give it a screw.
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From New Kids, to N'Sync, they all fuckin blew.
Screw the radio stations that play the same songs
cause you wear them out, it don't take long.
Screw my radio cause it's fuckin broken
Screw anyone that hates Hulk Hogan.
Screw everyone that's a bandwagon fan.
Screw the lawnmower that hit my van.
Screw the Packers. Screw the Cheese heads.
Screw hotels with uncomfortable beds.
Screw the TV when there's nothing on.
Screw the neighbor's dog's shit on my lawn.
Screw the fucker who broke my windshield.
Screw the bitch on the highway that did not yield.
Screw the movies made that really suck,
and screw the fact I had to pay six bucks.
Screw the slut who gave magic AIDS.
Screw myself cause I get bad grades.
Screw tight asses who can't have fun.
Screw the weather when there is no sun.
Screw Art Model. You're a dickhead clown,
you can suck me off and swallow me down.
Screw you if you lie, or cheat on your spouse.
Screw you if you break into someone else's house.
Screw Mad Dog cause it gets me in trouble.
Now let's all be like Barney, and screw Betty Rubble.
I've been told to tone that down ... Sorry I can't.
That was the poem I like to call Rant.
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Zachary Brandon Thorpe

Things Left Unsaid
When Coughrey died it was a big affair.
Everyone he knew in life came to the burial.
They were all very quiet and few spoke to me,
and when they did, they were brief. They would
say they were sorry about my godfather's passing
and the women would say, "It's a shame. He was
so young," and the men would say, "It's a shame.
He was a good man."
The wake was held at his house, and all
the people who attended the burial were there. It
was not a big house, and so the walls were packed
with women in black formal dresses and men
wearing, black, three-piece suits-although some
favored deep, earthy browns and navy blues so
dark you could hardly tell the difference from the
black. My uncle, Frank, was one of these, but I
wore black, and we sat in Coughrey's study.
He sunk down in the big leather chair that
occupied one corner of the room and sipped on
his glass of bourbon and smoked on his cigar and
occasionally he stopped smoking only to look at
the cigar as if he was in awe of it.
"Good cigar," he said, "Are you sure you
don't want one?"
" o," I said, "I don't smoke."
I sat across the room at Coughrey's desk
with a glass of bourbon and I could only half-see
my uncle because there was a bookcase in the
way. Coughrey had designed this room for
himself and it showed. It was too small to open
the door if omeone sat at the desk, and above the
desk, there was a painting of Coughrey that
reached to the ceiling. His gray stern face
continually staring down at whomever was there,
reminding them "I was here. I was this room. I
am this room."
It even showed in the books that lined the
old, mahogany bookcase. Mostly first edition
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Hemingways and Steinbecks, a few dog-eared and
yellowed copies of Moby Dick, and several war
novels. There was no poetry or the works of
playwrights-"damned homosexuals," he would
have called them. Them were no works of
horror-"disturbed," he said. There were no
modern authors-"brats."
But in the center of this bookcase, there
was a photograph of a young Coughrey, who
stood side-by-side with an aging Ernest
Hemingway and in front of that there was a novel.
It had a brown cover that was so badly damaged I
could not make out the title. This was the only
book Coughrey had ever written, and it was not
even a good one. My uncle caught me looking at
the novel and said, "Yep. He wrote that... ohhhh ...
back in nineteen fifty-six."
"I know." I said.
"It's a good book. You ever read it?"
"Yes. I have."
"Did you like it?"
I drank the bourbon before I answered, "It
wasn't bad."
"I thought it was a very good novel. Too
bad he never wrote another one."
I didn't say anything, and apparently he
took my silence to mean agreement and so he
continued.
"Yep. The book world went down hill
after that. They just want the new. Doesn't
matter how good it is as long it's new."
"There are some."
Uncle Frank didn't respond. He drank a
little more of his bourbon and smoked a little
more of his cigar. The bluish-gray plumes of his
cigar smoke drifted into the air and disappeared a
few feet away.
"You sure you don't want a cigar?" he

asked me.
"Yes. I'm sure."
"Well, they are good cigars. I'm surprised
that you don't want one."
"I'm sorry. I don't smoke."
He continued smoking and drinking
bourbon, while I refilled my glass from the bottle
of Wild Turkey that sat on Coughrey's desk. I
drank the bourbon, but it was beginning to taste
bitter and flat because the ice cubes had melted.
Uncle Frank put his feet up on the ottoman in
front of the chair.
"You know," he said, "It's times like these
You remember how much you need family."
..
He looked to me for approval and I said,
Yes. You're right."
"It's like the time your father left. You
rea I'ize how much you really need family."
.
I rolled my eyes, but my Uncle Frank
didn't see me. He was being melodramatic.
Coughrey was rarely around us, and when he was,
he Was every bit as stern and bitter as his portrait
suggested.
"Now, Roger might have been only a
godfather to you," Uncle Frank continued, "But
he Was a good friend of mine and a man I
respected."
b
He paused for a moment and sipped his
ourbon while I nodded.
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"And I know a lot of people will miss
fun , but I will the most. It's like losing your
alher for the second time. And it's terrible that
such a
successful man like Roger could go so
SUddenl y."
c
"It happens. There wasn't anything we
OUld do."
"You're right. But if I had known I would

have treated him differently. I think I would have
visited him a few more times. Do you know how
long it was since I last saw him?"
"No. I don't."
"It was two years. But I still considered
him family. And I still feel bad about that."
"You didn't know he was dying."
"No. And that's not an excuse. He was a
good man and a good friend and I hope you grow
into the man he was. How old are you now,
Steve?"
"I'm twenty-two."
"Oh. I thought you were younger."
"No. I'm twenty-two."
"I thought you were still twenty. You
know when Roger was twenty, he was already
writing his novel."
"I know. You've told me that before."
"So I did? Well, I guess I did. I wish you
had paid more attention to him when he was alive.
You really could have learned something."
"I think I did fine on my own."
Uncle Frank snorted and said, "It's not
like you went to Harvard for law school. You
could have learned something from him."
"I doubt that."
"You never bothered asking. He was a
good man. You never got along with him did
you?"
I didn't respond to that. He knew damn
well what I thought of Coughrey. And we sat
there in silence and drank our bourbon and he
smoked his cigar. And for a while, I forgot that
Roger Coughrey was ever alive. But Frank spoke
up and reminded me of him.
"We were surprised you even came," he
said.
"Why were you surprised?" I asked.
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He gave me the 'you-know-what-I'mtalking-about' look.
"He was my godfather, afterall."
"So that's why you came?"
"Yes."
He shook his head; "You obviously never
like the man. I want to know why you're here."
"Why do you think I'm here? To pay my
respects."
"What re pects?'' He mumbled.
"What did you say?"
Frank almost jumped out of the seat and
he looked me straight in the eyes and asked, "Did
you think you could come here and bad mouth
him?"
"No."

"Then why don't you leave?"
"I was planning on it," I said confidently,
"The only reason I'm still here is because you
wanted to talk to me."
"I wanted to see if you had quit being
such a goddamned jackass and grown up. You
still have no respect for Roger."
"That doesn't mean I'm a jackass."
"Well you certainly haven't grown up.
Did you think you could just come here and tell
everyone off? Did you?"
He glared at me, waiting for a response,
but I didn't say anything, and he continued,
"You're still a cocky little jackass. Even after all
these years. Why don't we go out there and you
can tell everyone that you thought Roger was an
asshole, then you can get the hell-"
Frank was interrupted as the old study
door opened and banged into my chair. I stood up
and pushed the chair in and opened the door. Mrs.
Coughrey stood there in the doorway wearing her
plaid kitchen apron over the black dress he wore
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to the burial. She was a grandmotherly lady with
stark white hair and she sort of looked at the floor
as she talked.
"Ohh, I'm sorry," she said softly, "I didn't
know you were both in here."
We didn't say anything for a moment and
then Mrs. Coughrey continued, "Oh ... uh ... Jeane
was looking for you Steven, I thought you might
be in here."
"I am," I said.
Then Frank added, "We were just talking about
Roger."
She sort of smiled at that, and then a little more
when Uncle Frank Said, "It's a shame. He was so
young."
And then I said, "It's a shame he was a
good man."

Brian Lowery
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Alicia Raye Speed

Random Prose:
andyoumakememovein
all
directions with every
elementalpiece of myself
to the rhythm of your words that
although you write them icanhearin side
like sweet honey
and the nectar of thosewhofrolick
in the clouds and turn offandon
our sunshine
but cannot remove the warmth
i feel in your presence
like a
C
I

R
C
L
E of energy around us
that lets that which is we
{you an me)
move forwards -> and <-backwards
in every di
rection to the dancing of our souls
followingtherhythm of our hearts
with every breath a new thought
of you and the dreams
wheniwakeandsleep next to an essence
that unsurprisingly has the same scent
of a sweatshirt i have not removed
in days that turn into weeks
until i return, my love,
to you ...

Joshua Roarke
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Donna M. Marbury

ARound
I see you everywhere
Rockin in my chair
Climbing + clapping while
Walking up
My stairs
But you are no
Where to be found
I follow you around
On completely saturated pages
Imaginary debates
That state
Destiny don't navigate
The way she used to
My creativity swims+ swims+
early drowns
I know your sound
So profoundly
Daily I doubt highly
That you're never around
You're never around
ot in time or
Space, lines or pages of poetry
Just 3 flat planes
That never change
We communicate like
Untouchables+
Aristocracy
We grow like
Black culture in
Society
Retardedly
It' so hard to ee the
Complexity
In my invisibility
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And your inability
To see me
3 dimensionally
I see you
Everywhere
In sunshine when I
Stare in headlights
That don't glare
In irises that
Never compare
I round harsh angles
When you act square
I make
You smooth where you
Are sharp
I have no choice
Your jagged edges
Keep jabbing, stabbing up
My heart

Paul Monsour

Jason Douglass

- i thought i heard the word goodbyemotorists lumber homeward.
i sit under the bridge
where the river listens.
traffic noises tethered
from the acoustics
curl into my ears.
a woman my mother's age
comes to shuffle
through wildflowers.
a few steps beyond her,
clicking bike gears
negotiate a sudden incline
then breathe past.
ducks loosen feet
from the water
to pick stones
beg for alms.
clouds have been stingy
with rain for a dozen days.
a fish caught ashore
waits to be a skeleton.
current, les persuasive with age,
staggers against mud.
i hould throw the fi h,
gasping, back into the flow.
the woman pauses
at the near bank,
a box cradled
like an infant
pre ented for baptism.
she empties ashes
lilting
to the brown river, waning.
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Modern Art
She asked me where all of
Today's Michelangeloes are.
I said they were all in
Tattoo parlors with an
Ink gun, in recording studios
Laying down tracks, in college
Taking writing and art classes,
Or teaching English somewhere.
Then she asked which of them
would paint the next Sistine Chapel,
and I said
They already have.

Tonya Saylor

Joel Kuper

Untitled

On Bus 142
f or Chris McCandless

After you left, the plants all wilted.
They pulled in their leaves
as if showing me how to die.
After you left, they refused to drink.
They pushed water to soil's surface,
went yellow, and dry.
After you left, they refused light.
They curled up their stems
in the absence of their "sun."
After you left, they refused to talk.
They grew towards the wall thinking,
you had been the one to give them everything they needed.

succinct
sun-kissed
(mouth opened)(a purple bloom)
Venus's-flytrap is his tongue to
receive subsistence
to suck it from the sky
a genealogy of scarcity
backhands the past to
create the future,
his story regenerates into
fingertips on moose flesh
ready
he is ready to eat
the last days of these weeks
thrown into the wild
he seeks
deliverance
a kiss between
teeth and tension
he hunts
searching for a
reason why time has
taken him apart.
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Brady Allen

Larry "Lemon" Haggerty and His Incident with the Stock Boy
Larry "Lemon" Haggerty had a shopping
cart with a wobbly wheel. It was up there on the
front left, and it wa wobbling and shaking like a
drunken hooker's ass. His milk jug kept tipping
over onto his sixty-nine cent white bread.
Someone paged a manager to the deli counter
over the intercom. That was a bad sign. Lemon
was going there after he found his damn pickles.
He'd passed the ame stock boy three
times now in hi search for the sweet pickles, and
the guy snickered and sneered at him each time.
The stock boy worked slowly. He loafed.
Lemon decided that he didn't like the
boy's face. His mou tache curled around his
mouth like a hor eshoe, and his nose was riddled
with blackheads. His hair was long and stringy
and hung down into his eyes.
He looked like the kind of guy who had a
gum-snapping girlfriend that worked at a hair
salon, so they could have sex in one of those
fancy chairs. Lemon could picture her with him:
He would do her in the chair, even with layers of
other people's hair all around them on the floor.
Lemon wa bald, and sometimes piles of other
people's hair could be comforting; it made him
feel like no matter how much hair he lost other
people were choosing to lose more.
Lemon was old - closer to seventy than
sixty - but there were still a lot of people he
thought about punching. The stock boy was one
of them. It made him happy to call him a stock
boy because he was probably thirty or thirty-five.
He was a lifetime grocery store guy. That used to
be a nice job back when stores were independent,
but being a lifetime grocery store guy with these
huge chain wa a hitty job in Lemon's opinion.
Lemon wouldn't do all of that work for a bunch of
rich preppies that were pulling each other's puds

in boardrooms. He wouldn't want to know the
man who ran the show. He would want to be able
to talk to his boss or the owner every day.
He saw people his age standing inside the
doors of these big stores, and their only job
seemed to be to say "Hi" to everyone. Is this
really what they wanted to do with their
retirement years? Lemon had looked forward to
his retirement so he didn't have to say "Hi" to
people. "Hi" was an overrated and annoying
word. Lemon had taken a liking to the words
"Fuck off' in his retirement years. It wasn't a
shorter phrase that "Hi," but it was much sweeter.
People left him alone when he said it. Old men
were allowed to get away with more shit than
other people, and he took advantage of that.
Bitterness was his right.
Lemon's cart lurched and tipped, and the
wheel came free from the bracket and flipped over
sideways. His milk fell on the bread again. The
stock boy was right next to him and laughed out
loud and didn't offer any help. Lemon left the
cart the way it was and turned to the stock boy,
who held his scan gun in his hand like a Wild
West gunfighter. Lemon measured his words
before he spoke. "How long have you worked
here?" He asked.
The stock boy looked confused for a
second. "Why?" the stock boy asked.
Lemon reconsidered his approach and
decided to ask another question. "You were
laughing at me. Why didn't you offer to get me
another cart?"
I'm a stocker," the boy said.
Lemon allowed a measure beat of silence.
"I was a roofer," Lemon said. " It was
damn hard work." He paused again. "So, a stock
booooy is not allowed to touch the carts. Is that

the store policy?"
"I ain't a boy. Screw policy. I'm a man,
and I do what I want."
"And you want to laugh at me. Is that
right?"
"Yep."
"Let me tell you a little story," Lemon
said. His eyes never left the stock boy's face.
"I got work to do, man." The stock boy
turned back toward the shelf and raised his scan
gun.
Lemon revised his strategy yet again.
"V
1 es, work," Lemon said. "I'll go get me a
different cart. You make sure your little labels are
all facing front. That's a life's work to be proud
of."
The boy turned and faced Lemon again.
He was pouting. '"'Listen, old man. I don't-"
""Look," Lemon said. "Can you see my
hand?" Lemon held them out with the palms up.
"What?"
"Can you see my hands?" He was going
to do this. Yes, he was.
"Yeah, I see 'em."
"You're sure? You're looking at my
hands?" Lemon asked.
"Shit. Yeah. Yes."
"Watch them closely, so it'll be fair. Look
at my hands."
"So what'll be fair-?"
Lemon snapped his right fist closed and
Punched the boy in the jaw. He connected
squarely, and it felt good. It felt fine. It felt
fucking fine.
.
The boy's head snapped back and
~~d~way~, and he staggered against the shelf
hind him. Two jars of mustard fell to the floor
nd
a shattered. Yellow spots formed and seeped on

the floor.
At the end of the aisle a young school
aged boy screamed, "Fight, fight!"
The stock boy gathered himself and
opened his mouth to say something, but Lemon
had already grabbed the milk from his cart, and he
delivered the milk into the stock boy's face with a
perfect two-hand chest pass. The boy rocked
backwards again, and he hit his head on the edge
of a shelf behind him. The jug bounced once and
lay still.
Lemon turned and walked away briskly
down the aisle. The little boy who had announced
the fight stood pie-eyed ahead of him. His mother
was squeezing his arm. Lemon looked over his
shoulder. The stock boy was holding his nose,
and the milk jug lay dented on the floor below
him. The milk was puddling
Lemon passed the woman and her little
boy, and he noticed that she was laughing but
trying not to. "It's not funny," she said to her boy,
who was making no effort to conceal his own
laughter.
Lemon headed for the registers up front.
He just wanted to get out. He pushed his way
through people standing in line and made his way
to the door. He was shaking. Lemon had planned
to hit the boy, but there had been an adrenaline
burst nonetheless. He went through the front
doors of the store and wished that he had a
handicapped pass. His car was way out in the
parking lot somewhere. He broke into a jog and
felt his arthritis creaking in his knees.
The lamps buzzed overheard and cast
their dim light. All of the cars looked alike to
Lemon as he fished in his jacket pocket for his
keys. He suddenly wasn't even sure if he had
come through the right set of doors or if he was
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parked in this end of the lot.
Lemon pulled the keys from his pocket
and stopped. He turned in a circle and had no
idea where his car was. He tried to remember and
watched the front of the store to see if anyone was
coming after him. His underarms were sweating.
There was no doubt about it: He was scared. He
was old and scared.
He remembered a lady cutting him off and
taking a closer parking space from him. He had
given her the bird. She had been in a white
minivan. He located it behind him and off to the
right. He had taken a spot much farther down that
row. He walked that direction and glanced over
his shoulder every few seconds.
He finally saw his car just past the cart
corral. He looked behind him one more time. No
one was coming, but his hands were still shaking.
He reached his car and had trouble putting the key
in the lock. He dropped the keys once before he
gets to the door open. After he sat down inside,
he locked the car and put his head back against
the seat rest and closed his eyes. He could hear
his heartbeat. It thumped mightily in his chest.
He stayed that way for a few moments until
someone knocked on his window. It startled him,
and he accidentally flailed out and honked his
horn. He looked out of the window. It was the
woman and the boy that had been at the end of the
aisle.
He cracked his window. She had a
friendly face a little bit like his daughter's.
"I just wanted you to know that they
called the police," she said.
"Oh," Lemon said.
"I saw him making fun of you. I don't
blame you for hitting him."
"His nose was bleeding!" the boy said.
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"Oh," Lemon said again.
"You should go. I think the store security
is coming out here," the woman said.
Lemon cleared his throat. "Yes. Thank
you."
She smiled. Her and the boy walked off,
and Lemon backed out of the parking space and
drove away. He saw the woman and the boy
climbing into the white minivan on his way out.
Lemon waved.
He drove without knowing where he was
going. He wished his wife were still alive so they
could talk about it in the car. Of course, if she had
been with him he wouldn't have hit the boy. He
would probably have to shop somewhere else now
- one of the other big chains with other stock
boys.
Lemon's hands finally stopped shaking.
He replayed things in his mind. He saw the milk
jug connect with the boy's face.
Lemon laughed out loud. He didn't feel
angry anymore.
His fuel gauge was on E, so he pulled off
at a gas station and filled up. He walked inside to
pay. There was a fat girl behind the counter. She
just sat there on her stool and looked lazy as
Lemon approached her. Annoyance flickered in
his mind. He didn't like fat and lazy people. He
wanted to punch her for a second.
That feeling passed.
Lemon pulled his wallet from his back
pocket, and the fat girl grunted something when
he reached the counter. Lemon frowned slightly,
started to tell her to speak clearly and sit up
straight.
But he just held out the money and said
"Hi."

Kat Sifers

Troy T. Schoultz

Sarah Jens en

ECSTASY

Remodeling Project

ON YOUR SWEET MOUTH LET MY WORLD DISSOLVE
ROCK BACK AND FORTH INTO ME
BREATHE HEAVY AND LET YOURSELF FALL
FALL FAR
ROCK BACK AND FORTH AND SPEAK OF THE UNIVERSE
LET YOUR EYES TRAVEL FAR AND SEE THE WORLD
SEE MY EYES HOVERING IN FRONT OF YOU
FLOAT ABOVE ME
FLOAT FAR IN SPACE
LOST IN TIME
SPEAK OF THE UNIVERSE
WE SPEAK SO WELL
CRUMBLE TO THE FLOOR AND LET YOUR BODY FLUTTER
FLOAT
WE FLOAT WITH EACH OTHER
WHERE ARE WE?
THIS IS YOUR LIFE AND YOUR DEATH
REACH FOR ME AND IMMERSE YOURSELF
ROCK BACK AND FORTH
INTO MY SWEET MOUTH LET YOURSELF DISSOLVE

Since you walked out
I've dabbled in remodeling,
just a little touch-up repair.
Mixing plaster, paint,
and Hell's preamble
as my sledgehammer's descent
plummets through our old walls.
Reduced to rumble, to dust
they shall return, reuniting
these rooms as one.
I tore out the shower
and installed a red waterfall.
Li;,;ard wallpaper coats
four sides of the bedroom
while painted wolves
with pendulum tongues
glare down from the nursery.
Paint rollers twirled like propellers
as I blessed kitchen walls in puce.
Now ifl get sick from my own cooking
who'll be the wiser?
Elvis and Hitler are stopping by later on.
I baked them some banana muffins.
We'll stay up all night playing five card,
wondering why you left me here.
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Katy Benskin

Maybe if I don't name it, it won't hurt so bad...
how do you conclude what you never actually saw start.
it just wound its way around you,
till only its grasp had you.
but I put my 19 year old chin in the palm of my hand,
just that quiet pause before I have to go to work
or do yet one more thing,
the pen falls, not making quite the same stroke
and sound
as accustomed to
I guess I have things to do
but I wouldn't trade that late night
or that frantic rush
maybe the confusion of not knowing
for having it all planned, penciled in.
I thank you for that careless glance,
or for holding the door,
maybe the words you didn't even know you said,
you just became a part of all of this,
somehow
I don't even know where,
I just take what I have gotten and keep trying to figure out how to give it back.
Red sky in morning, sailors take warning.

Chris Dolan
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Nate Funderburg

Scott Waltner

Speak Your Thoughts

Double Wide

Who ever said?
Life is easy
Never stood in the shoes
I wear

God I miss her sometimes late at night when I roll over
And there is nothing there but this giant crater in which she
Used to lay her six hundred-point carcass and snore incessantly,
Or eat chips and cookies out of the bag and spill all over so that each
Shift in the night would be accompanied by a cacophony of crackles and crunches.
Sometimes, while I pretended to sleep as she watched Springer (her cousin was on once)
I would ask myself, "What happened to that girl I married?"
And I would answer myself, "The blob ate her."
And I would chuckle into my pillow.
But now she's gone and I'm in shock
Because I can't believe she got her fat ass through the door.

ever faced a family
Who cared so deeply
That a crack
In mind or skin was
Reason for resentment
None were ever so stated
But deeply implied
Through silence
The twitch of the face

Who ever said?
Life i ea y
ever stood in the hoes
I wear
ever attended college
Their back
Solidly shoved against
The wall
With nowhere to run

None were ever stated
But deeply implied
Through silence
The roll of the eyes

Who ever said?
Life is easy
ever stood in the hoes
I wear
ever to be so close to
The edge of capsizing
From work then being
Told their very best
I not yet good enough
Who ever aid?
Life is ea y
ever stood in the hoe
I wear

God I miss him sometimes late at night when I roll over
And there is nothing there because I left him while he
Was playing poker at the fish and game.
While I tried to watch TV, he would bite off his toenails and spit them on the floor
At the end of the bed where I would step on them when I got up to get a snack.
Then he would poke me with his toes which was his way of telling me he
Wanted to poke me with something else, and I'd let him because it only took a minute, and
Then he would shut up and fall asleep leaving me alone to watch to see if my cousin ever got on TV
again,
And he would drool on his pillow and fart in his sleep, and I would spray him with Lysol
To rid myself of the stench of flatulence and failure
God the memories.

None were ever stated
But deeply implied
Through silence
The bite of the tongue
ever had their hopes
And dreams
Crushed like an egg
Thrown off the
Empire State Building
None where ever stated
But deeply implied
What we don't say hurts
Worse than what we do
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Michael Haskell

Dancing Bear

ELEGY
Eli Haskell 1916-1996
Beatrice Kaukonen 1921-1998

In the languages of men of the letters
were pictures of the things of the world
we drew when we learned we would die, when we
needed to remember theses are di,stant birdlimbs,
thi,s myself bent to thank the sun.
Which means, then, that you can speak
only if you can see. To remember,
to grant back all the part and pieces,
there is a recipe, alphabets and origin,
the alchemy of names.

If I had the tongue of galaxies
and my breaths were comets, I would tell you
I don't care that you are gone. If I could lie flat
as a rice paddy, as contiguous, I would not miss
you or the shapes of your pains, bent stems,
reeds over water. I would not search, if I was the water
and the glare glaring off it, for the glyphs
that show light breaking and receding on my street,
through the cool new leaves, on the wings of wasps
and sparrows, on the name you gave me, on my legs and arms.
The light floods and pulls back, and floods, all
without you in the world.

I remember.
I miss
your limb .
My name
begins
with a bird.
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Jesus With a Gun
"Oh, Jesus Christ is definitely a Republican"
-a coworker overheard

Because of the abortion issue, he says.
I think of Jesus holding a gun,
standing over bread and fish,
willing to make wine
out of the next welfare fool
who reaches out in hunger and rags.
You get your own and leave
mine alone, Jesus says,
gesturing his peacemaker.
Jesus says it's a matter of God
and the 2nd amendment.
He pushes back a strand of greasy hair
and mutters on about State's rights
and the Confederate Flag,
and the loving body of Jesse Helms.
Stroking the blue-black barrel
of his charity, Jesus says:
a strong central government
gets you a burning compound
and live ammunition and bibles
in the fire. The muzzle-flash glow
of his eyes leads me to new prayer.

Paul Kulis

Untitled 3
She
She
She
She

pressures with misunderstanding.
cheats with fluttering eyes.
bribes with subtle enchantment.
enslaves with conquered sighs.

She shames with awkward laughter.
She harms with simple phrase.
She believes by these traits she is keen
But she's a witch within her ways.

Heather Skinner
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Troy Emeigh

The World Needs Ditch Diggers Too
oh-ar-ee-oh
That's what I'd hear when we'd go out
not to my face or to her's
but always in the background.
So I have a little less melotonin than she does.
Big deal.
But to some it is.
Whats up wit chew, girl?
Need a little cream in yo coffee?
Y'all together, huh?
Hows that go? The darker the berry...
Can't say I didn't want to rise up
and feel my knuckles against their cheeks.
Forcing myself to become truculent
Lowering myself to their level.
But I never did.
Just shrugged off comments as misunderstandings.
After the awkward moments of silence we'd just
look at each other and smile like nothing happened,
knowing what had just transpired.

We're supposed to end up together,
that's how these stories end,
but if there's one true thing in this world
it's that every rule has an exception.
So years from now
after she's put the bad man behind bars
and I finish digging a ditch
we'll both go to our houses
and think to ourselves,
Somethings just not right.

We are apart now.
She's in the land of the Fonz and Robin Yount.
I'm here with Wilbur, Orville, and Paul.
Can't blame her though.
Can't pass up the chance to be a lawyer on
someone else's dime.
But that saying about
absence making the heart grow fonder?
I don't agree with that.
Her absence has made my heart grow weaker.
It's only her voice that gets me by now.
She says,
Baby, I'll be home in the summer,
in January.
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Christopher Mitchell

Always strong, never weak

I sit tilted backwards
my face to the heavens
my eyes see that of a colored darkness
all other sense having betrayed me
my fate for an instant in the hands of another
my body for a time at his very whim
his day I might not have seen
had it not been a choice of him
all horror having passed
my current form regained
here I sit
with canvas lit
to paint the picture plan
though my memory serves me not well
of the events categorized herein
the mind certainly imagines what the horror could have been
having not have control of what you see before you
wondering if at that time the maker will implore you
before realizing the next second
further life her has assured you
courage may not have to do with strength of the moment
but strength in a moment relived
said this to be true
then this note to you
for me shows weakness within me untrue

Amy Chaffin
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David Lehman
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Michael Haeflinger

Poem

Untitled

"Will someone
please tell me
where I am?"
is what I said
after fainting
in the emergency
room and you
pointed out this
was an example
of blank verse
in the Robert Frost
manner and Terry
Winch thinks it
would be a good
title for a poem
which maybe I
will write and
dedicate to him.

she is still mysterious out the window
cradling a puppy dog, swaying back and forth
weighted down by her shoes
"dontcha hate shoes?" she asks and rightfully so,
like I have never seen her before
conversing with her hands to the trees
scratching her back and spinning around
"dontcha hate pants?" I ask but she doesn't,
not as much as shoes
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Jarret Keene

Harper Plays the Guitar in Ten Easy Steps
1
Harper plays guitar for Gas Whore, a band
that refuses to play covers, popular tunes, top ten
hits, flavors of the month. Gas Whore's sound
consists of Bert, the drummer, pummeling
rhythms he learned from repeated listenings to the
album The Chipmunks Sing the Beatles, while
Steve, the bassist, strums thick, heavy chords he
memorized from an instructional booklet,
Bluegrass and Country Bass Fiddle Method.
Harper then throttles ear-splitting explosions out
of her guitar, raking the strings, pulling at the
neck, yanking the whammy bar.
Harper's bandmates love her technique.
She wrestles with her guitar, contorts her fingers
to invent unusual chords and progression. Unlike
most musicians, she embraces feedback; she likes
to explore alternate methods of producing these
harsh, grating noises. Bert maintains that
feedback makes them sound "ominous".
One afternoon after a draining, exhaustive
practice session in Bert's garage, Steve advised
Harper to intensify her stage presence. He urged
her to destroy her guitar after each performance,
to throw it on the ground, douse it with lighter
fluid, and set it ablaze.
"I'm not angry at my guitar," Harper said,
"so why should I smash it? It's not my instrument
I'm angry at."
"Who cares what you're upset about?"
Steve said, "If you demolished your guitar, you'd
have an image. Like Jirni Hendrix. Or Pete
Townsend."
"Besides," she said, "I like my guitar."
But she knew this wasn't true.
Harper spent fifty bucks on the cheapest
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pawn shop guitar she could find, a 1982 Hondo
Avenger, and refuses to buy a case for it. She
carries it by the strap to and from rehearsal,
banging it into walls, car doors, Bert's drums,
Steve's amplifier. In fact, Bert's dog, Molly, once
gnawed off a tuning peg when the band took a
break to rent and watch Terror ofMecha-Godzilla.
Harper had carelessly left the guitar lying in the
garage next to Molly's water dish. She displays
absolutely no concern for her instrument.
Secretly, however, Harper does indeed
want to destroy her guitar. She wants to establish
and cultivate a rock-star image. She wants to be
cool.
But she suffers from nerves, nausea,
terrible bouts of stage fright. She would much
rather practice in Bert's garage than perform in
public.
She prefers dresses to fishnet stockings.
Before Gas Whore's first and only gig so
far-their high school sponsored annual spring
"Battle of the Bands" which was held in the gym
Jast week-Harper almost threw up backstage in
the equipment room amidst the racks of
basketballs. Gas Whore was scheduled last,
following the aged tie-dye psychedelia of Shroom
(sloppy versions of Grateful Dead songs) and the
leather and mascara antics of Rough Boys (the
greatest hits of REO Speedwagon, Night Ranger,
and Supertamp, syrupy rock ballads). During Gas
Whore's brief six song set, Harper dropped her
guitar pick five times, forgot to tum down the
volume pedal, left the distortion on overdrive,
generated stranger noises than she had intended.
"It sounded like a 747 taking off,"
confessed her best friend, Ruth, the following day

in chemistry class.
"Thanks for not running out of the gym
like the others," conceded Harper.
For the rest of the week, Bert
complimented Harper on her performance, said he
had never heard so much intensity.
Steve, however, criticized her style of
dress,
"Why did you have to wear flower print?"
he asked, "Next time try jeans and a T-shirt. You
looked like a prep school student."
"I am a prep school student," she replied.
"We all are. We go to Lotzkar Preparatory High
School, tuition is ten-thousand dollars a year. Our
parents are urban professionals and drive
expensive German cars. Anyway, I prefer Joni
Mitchell to the Sex Pistols."
Two days later after rehearsal and much to
Harper's surprise, Steve handed her a dozen long
stemmed roses.
2
Tonight is Gas Whore's first real paying
gig at a bar called The Bomb. Harper sits in class,
trigonometry, gripping the sides of an
uncomfortable, plastic desk. The teacher drones
on about variables, exponents, and their relational
properties. The teacher's arithmetic is, as always,
flawless, his presentation lifeless. But his
monotony does not effect Harper, because she is
pensive. Should I set fire to my guitar tonight?
she asks herself, or should I smash it? Does the
band need an image? Are fishnet stockings right
for me? Why did Steve buy me flowers?
The teacher misspells "Pythagorean" on
the chalkboard. Harper's classmates sleep, drool,

or, at best, draw. Ruth reads Cosmopolitan .
"Bum or break," Harper whispers.
"Neither," says Ruth, "Forget about your
guitar. Read this article. Denim is coming back
strong this year. And by the way, Steve has a
crush on you."

3
"Jimi Hendrix," says her mother, "burned
his guitar on only two occasions. Once at
Woodstock, the other at Monteray. Both were
outdoor events. I was at Woodstock, and there
were no fire codes to speak of, no regulations
whatsoever. We dance naked and gobbled LSD.
He could've strapped the guitar to a rocket and
blasted it to the moon. We wouldn't have noticed.
Drugs are terrible, baby. Avoid them at all cost."
"But the image," says Harper, as she sets
the table, responding as if she were one of her
mother's clients in need of legal advice.
"If you ignite your guitar inside a
building," says her mother, peeling back foil to
expose tater tots, "you will all be arrested. The
local media will portray you as arsonists, juvenile
delinquents, rather than visionary prophets of rock
and roll. And besides, fire is dangerous."
"An outlaw image is better than no
image," says Harper.
'Why are you so caught up with creating
an image?" her mother demands, opening the
oven, poking at the ten-minute pizza. "Why don't
you guys concentrate on your music?"
Harper shrugs, "I guess we' re still
learning how to play."
"Well, practice with your father's Zep
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records. Will you tell him it's time to eat? And
who gave you those flowers? They're lovely."

wall called The Bomb, I'll never figure out. And
who's this 'Steve'? He called twice yesterday."

4
"Do you know," her father tells her over
dinner, "that Pete Townsend was trapped? By the
mid-seventies, he was required to smash his
instrument at the end of each and every show.
When The Who gave a concert, a guitar had to be
sacrificed for the audience's approval. Thus,
guitar abuse was transformed from a genuine
expression of angst and disaffection to mere
ritual, a necessary coup de grace to a bona fide
rock performance. Mr. Townsend was robbed of
his own primal cathartic statement and expected
to imitate the power and authenticity of that
statement on a nightly basis on tour all over the
world. When Mr. Townsend brought down his
guitar on Keith Moon's drums, that meant the
show was over and everyone could go home.
When he neglected to send wood splinters flyi ng,
the unsatisfied left with much booing and hissing,
reviews mentioned Townsend's age, fans accused
him of selling out."
"But I'm not Pete Townsend," replies
Harper, passing him the bowl of creamed
asparagus, arguing as if she were one of his
graduate students.
"Exactly," her father says. "Pete
Townsend could afford to smash his guitar every
night. He was the guitarist for The Who, one of
the most successful rock acts of my generation
with three double platinum albums. You, on the
other hand, play guitar for a band called Gas
Whore, and why I, your father, am allowing you
to perform under that moniker in a hole-in-the-

5
After dinner, Harper finds solace in her
room. She lies on her bed and studies the ceiling.
Her walls are adorned with posters of her favorite
bands: Sonic Youth, Dinosaur Jr., Pussy Galore.
On top of her dresser, her pet iguana, Samson, lies
immobile in his glass cage. Occasionally, he
sluggishly advances to eat the dead, dry insects
that Harper drops in his cage each morning before
she leaves for school. Sometimes Harper feels
sorry for Samson, because she keeps him in such
a small cage. But even when she takes him out,
he never goes anywhere. He will crawl a few feet
for a few minutes and then sit there for an hour
before he moves again. If she were an iguana,
Harper imagines, she would scamper up and down
the house. She would sneak up on people and
scare them.
Steve calls to tell her he'll bring the
kerosene.

6
Harper meets Steve and Bert in the
parking lot behind The Bomb just as the sun goes
down, and together they walk around the bar and
through the front door. The Bomb is a dive: two
shoddy pool tables, unlit jukebox, bleak wooden
stools, and a bar the size of a surfboard. Harper
almost gags on the musty smell of old cigarettes
and stale beer. The owner, whose hair is long and
greasy, banks one in the comer pocket under
harsh, yellow light. Steve, the designated leader
of Gas Whore, tells him the band is ready to set
up and rock. The owner, Ron, lights a cigarette.

"Are you the drummer?" he asks Harper.
"No," she says. "I play guitar."
"Really," he says. "You play Led
Zeppelin, right? People like to hear those songs."
Harper is not sure how to respond. She
looks at Steve, then Bert. Bert and Steve,
eyebrows arched, look at her.
No one says anything, and then Steve tells
him, finally, "We know Led Zeppelin."
7
On a small, shag-carpeted stage in the
back of The Bomb, Gas Whore assembles the
drums, calibrates the amplifiers, and soundchecks
the monitors. Everything is ready; distortion
pedals primed, microphones positioned. They
huddle at a booth in a dark comer next to the
jukebox and the strip-poker video game. They sip
Cokes through straws and prepare a list of songs.
Harper doesn't get her way.
"What's wrong with 'Scurvy'?" she asks,
brow furrowed .
"It's twenty minutes of pure, screeching
noise," says Bert. "It's fun, but we can't play it
here."
"Why not?"
Bert turns on cue to slip a look at The
Bomb's first few incoming patrons of the evening:
three bulky boisterous men with hair that is spiked
on top, shaved on sides, long in back. Bert leans
forward and softly says to Harper, "I don't believe
that the people who hang out here would
appreciate twenty minutes of an original Gas
Whore composition." He eases back with a
helpless shrug and crosses the song off the list.
"And forget what I said about smashing
and burning your guitar," adds Steve,

confidentially. "This place is just too tiny. You'll
kill us all."
Harper frowns, shifts in her seat. She
examines these men as they order drinks and
commandeer the pool tables . She inspects their
faces for some sign of elitist musical selectivity.
She evaluates their mannerisms, searches for any
trace of aversion or intolerance towards fledgling
young rock bands who destroy instruments.
And then she reaches a startling
realization.
These are people who attend monster
truck rallies, who watch wrestling tournaments on
pay-per-view, who frequent such haunts as The
Bomb looking for love, or at least a little bit of
lust. Gas Whore has strayed from their
manicured, antiseptic suburban turf of prep school
dances and three car garages into what was just a
few hours ago unfamiliar territory. They have
deviated into a segment of the population that
their well-to-do parents have only briefly
mentioned and never recommended: blue-collar,
working-class white America. These people will
certainly not appreciate the avant-gardisms of Gas
Whore.
Harper's stomach twists, her hands sweat.
"Relax," says Steve, taking note of her
anxiety and reaching for her hand. "I've got mace
in the car. If you start to lose control of your
emotions, if passion suddenly overwhelms you,
I'll hose you full-blast in the face."
"Which one of you losers scheduled this
gig?" Harper demands, furious.
"It was the only place that didn't ask for a
tape or audition," Bert says defensively.
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8
"Good evening," Steve says into the
microphone, addressing the capacity crowd of
thirty, none of whom pay him any mind, but
continue carousing, drinking, yelling to be heard
over one another in the dimly lit bar. Pool balls
crack. Bottles clink, then clank. Ron works
soundboard and pours draft beers simultaneously,
sneaking a crafty smile now and again to a
woman in a tight black dress, tattoos stitched
down the length of her arms. "And welcome to
The Bomb," Steve goes on, "We are Gas Whore."
Harper wants to sprint off the stage and
drive back home.
Bert sets the pace, taps his sticks together
in time. Harper takes a deep breath.
And just before the terrible awkward
crash, seconds before the band lurches into their
first song, "Moo Goo Gai Pan," Harper catches
Steve giving her a sly wink.
9
Less than a minute into their second song,
"King Kong Was Misunderstood," the crowd
breaks apart and crushes to the back of The
Bomb, grimacing and wincing with pain, spilling
beer on themselves and others as they grasp their
ears in vain to dampen the sonic fury of Gas
Whore; they stagger clumsily towards the
bathroom, full-grown men and women squeezing
into the door, pleading like children for scraps of
toilet paper to shove into their heads in a pathetic
effort to minimize the band's eardrum tearing
assault. And during the short reprieve prior to
Gas Whore's third number, "Love My Carpet,"
they spit vicious curses at the stage. They damn
Ron and his piss-poor excuse for a bar when they
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realize the toilet paper is ineffective, that the
clamor is unbearable, the must now leave The
Bomb without taking full advantage of tonight's
special, dollar longnecks. They exit in a fast,
angry drove, and when the last disgruntled patron
manages to stumble out the door, Ron shuts down
the system.
"All right," says Ron from behind the
soundboard. He folds his arms, eyes narrowed.
"One more song, and that's it. I can't have you
guys scaring my customers with that crazy music.
What the hell is that crap, anyway?"
A little dismayed but not surprised, Bert
looks at his equally daunted bandmates and says,
"Well, let's at least play 'Scurvy."'
10
And as Gas Whore's final song comes to a
close, as Ron once again pulls the plug, Harper is
suddenly convinced that she is now feeling her
guitar for the very first time. Steve stands beside
her. With a compassionate and regretful tone, he
tries to console her. He explains that since they
drove out all of Ron's business, they won't be
paid, but that they can start practicing the
complete Beatles' catalog as soon as next week.
Harper does not listen; she blocks him out
and concentrates for a moment on the instrument
that is strapped on her shoulder. Her hands no
longer shake. Her stomach no longer turns. She
traces the fret markers with her fingers, feels the
curve of the neck, the weight of the strings. She
stumbles upon the chords of a well-known Led
Zeppelin song, and without much of a fight, she
embraces the fundamental chord structures. She
caresses the familiar patterns. For a brief moment,
there on stage, she falls in love with her guitar.

Stephanie Irwin
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Bio's
~radr Allen is an English teacher who prides himself on writing strange fiction and chang
mg his name to confuse people.

David Lehman is the author of several books of poetry and is currently involved in the

Katy Benskin is an English student who listens to punk music and has recently decided to
tie the proverbial knot.

J.A. Long has moments when her head doesn't fit on her soul right. Her poetry is the result
of these moments. She is a Psychology major.

Veda.

Leslie Benson is an English major who works for The Guardian and is currently burning

Brian Lowery is a Mass Communications and Sociology major who strives to be a seven
foot-one superhero.

Amy Chaffin is a student at Wright State but she left no other information.

Naomi Ruth Lowinsky is a Jungian Analyst in Berkley, California.

Dancing Bear is a writer from California.

Jennifer Lynne is an 83-year-old Wright State student, who loves her cat.

Chris Dolan is an art student who enjoys drinking scotch and hibernating.

Donna M. Marbury is a bird who flies away (I did not write that). She is currently writing

Jason_Douglass is an English student who (rumor has it) writes excellent fiction but only
submits poetry.

unconscious poetry, which will hopefully show up in the real world.

Fred Marion is often misunderstood. He rides a motorcycle and plays the guitar simulta

Troy Emeigh shows up in the office once in awhile wearing a sheepish grin hands in his
poetry and flees the scene as quickly as possible.

Master's program at Bennington.

'

Nate Funderburg submitted one poem and left no other info. Nate, who are you?
Christ?pher Green enjoys walking around campus with bubble tape and talking in whimsi

cal voices.

neously according to the myth.

Lane Martin travels around reading his poetry at various readings and sometimes travels on
a different wavelength.
Christopher Mitchell barely ever writes a poem shorter than four pages and didn't bring in a
bio.

Tim Mohrhaus is the Student Media Coordinator. He is currently trying to figure out how to
Michael Hae.flinger only types poetry while emailing. He lives somewhere between the

keep goldfish alive in his office.

clouds and the East Coast and enjoys loving relationships with his pawnshop guitar and
Mexico bought mandolin.

Paul Monsour is a Billboard Magazine enthusiast who lives on Lake Erie shores.

Michael Haskell could not be reached for comment.
Stephanie Irwin believes that her perfect mate is a monkey.
Sarah Jensen is a student who works at WWSU.
Jarret Keene is the editor for the Sundog at Florida State University.
Paul Kulis works for The Guardian and is currently outside smoking a cigarette.
Sarah Kunchik is trying to remain mysterious, so stop asking.
Jo~l Kup~r is ~ wri_ter who liv~s on the shore of Lake Superior with his growing family. He

en3oys bemg b1op 1ed, unloadmg trucks, and the violin.

Joshua Roark is an avid spelunker and a biology teacher in the making. He is slowly but
surely weaning himself off that college staple-coffee.
Jordan Russell is a man of ideas, although I'm not quite sure what they were because I
couldn't read his handwriting.

Tonya Saylor is ~ot newt? poetry but is af!lazed by_t~e ?ontent life offe~s. She is graduating
in June and movmg to Anzona to relax wnte for wntmgs sake once agam.

Troy T. Schoultz could not be reached for comment.
Kat Sifers divides her time between her husband, photography, Sunnydale, and her two cats.
Heather Skinner is a photographer for The Guardian who is still trying to find her natural
hair color.
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Mindi Sorrell left no bio when she breezed into the office and left her photos.
Alicia Raye Speed is a junior majoring in too many things to list here. She spends most of
her time training to save the world, but sometimes takes time out for cats, cars, and righting
wrongs, much like a superhero.

Josh Sweigart wanted his bio printed in 72 point italics. He is politically a socialist, philo
sophically a realist, phy ically a hedonist, and spiritually a nudist.
Zachary Brandon Thorpe is an undergraduate at Wright State.
Elizabeth Tucker has a strong poetic voice that needs to be used more often.
LaRisa Wahler i the Youth Organizer of a statewide activist organization in Montana.
Scott Waltner is an Engli h major exploring the human mind for creative expression.
Lawrence Welsh could not be reached for comment after his bio was lost in the ever-growing
pile of paper on the de k.
Gerald Wheeler carrie a buckeye in his pocket when he reads poetry.
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